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In many ways, logistics is the glue that holds the global economy together. Logistics provides the links that ensure products get from Point A to Point B and the means by which manufacturers get the parts and materials they need to create and assemble the goods we use every day. Its function as a binding agent in global commerce makes logistics directly related to postal operators’ core mission.

In 2013, the U.S. Postal Service Office of Inspector General issued a white paper titled *The Global Logistics Revolution: A Pivotal Moment for the Postal Service*, highlighting emerging logistics trends that could have a major impact on the Postal Service. The industry has changed tremendously in the subsequent 3 years, and the pace of change is still accelerating. This new paper examines several major changes in the logistics industry and the significant opportunities and risks they represent to the Postal Service.

The continuing surge of ecommerce has begun to clog up major parts of the supply chain, raising questions about whether the logistics and transportation industries have the capacity to handle the increased load. Many U.S. ports are struggling to accommodate the supersized ocean container ships designed to handle the flood of packages coming from overseas. Even as the major shortage of long-haul truck drivers continues, neglected infrastructure may be responsible for hundreds of millions of lost trucking hours each year. In addition, reverse

---

**Highlights**

A continuing surge of ecommerce packages is stretching the capacity of the logistics and transportation systems.

U.S. and Canadian consumers returned $290 billion worth of goods in 2015, a 66 percent increase since 2010. This highlights a profound opportunity for improved reverse logistics services.

New entrants are flocking to last-mile delivery in urban areas, potentially pushing the Postal Service to more costly rural and suburban areas.

Amazon is making industry-transforming moves into the supply chain, logistics, and delivery sectors.

Logistics is emerging as a core means for posts and their partners to diversify — an essential strategy in the face of declining mail volumes.
The Postal Service is the dominant last-mile delivery provider in the United States because it visits nearly every address 6 days per week. As a result, no competitor can deliver small, low-revenue packages at such a low cost. However, with competition for last-mile delivery intensifying in densely populated urban areas, the Postal Service may begin to lose significant market share to new entrants like crowdsourced delivery companies and regional carriers. As those competitors move into urban delivery, they could relegate the Postal Service to the role of making costly deliveries in rural or suburban areas with less density. Postal stakeholders and policymakers should note this potential urban-rural divide, as the Postal Service could end up being the only affordable way for Americans outside of urban areas to participate in ecommerce.

In an era of declining and changing mail volumes, logistics may be one of the best options for posts and their partners to diversify their offerings and a key element of their long-term survival. Although the Postal Service is not a logistics company, many aspects of the logistics industry are central to its core business. By taking steps to expand its logistics offerings to the extent allowed under current law, the Postal Service could better retain or even grow its current package delivery business. In addition, by finding ways to leverage its existing resources and assets to provide or expand logistics services, the Postal Service could ensure that it best serves citizens and businesses and plays a valuable role in the quickly changing logistics industry.

Amazon is one of the most important new entrants in logistics and delivery, transforming supply chains and dramatically reshaping consumer expectations about delivery. Just as it created its own systems for sorting and processing packages, Amazon is fashioning its own supply chain, purchasing thousands of freight trailers and leasing cargo planes. These moves give Amazon closer control of its orders and link up its extensive network of distribution centers and other facilities across the United States. As Amazon has begun making its own deliveries in some areas, its actions have direct relevance for posts.

logistics has also strained the supply chain, as consumers are sending up to 30 percent of products bought online back to retailers or manufacturers as returns.

The delivery challenges found in dense urban areas only exacerbate these concerns about capacity. About 40 percent of the U.S. population lives in just 21 metropolitan areas, and this trend toward greater urbanization is intensifying. Millennials and other young people represent a significant part of this urban growth. Their preferences as consumers are unique and quickly changing. Moreover, their desire for instant gratification and customizable experiences may be more easily met by innovative new entrants to last-mile delivery. Although there are questions about their long-term viability, crowdsourced delivery companies are catering to urban consumers and collaborating with retailers to offer more convenient services. These include ship-from-store, in which retailers use the inventory of their brick-and-mortar locations to fulfill online orders. Traditional delivery operators with vast physical networks may not be as nimble as asset-light new entrants and may therefore be less adaptable to quick shifts in consumer demand.
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**Introduction**

Logistics is a major industry around the world, enabling global commerce and shaping the individual experiences of consumers. Definitions of logistics vary, but we are defining logistics as the transportation, storage, and distribution of goods, services, and information, including the processes and systems required to support those activities.\(^1\) The field of logistics includes fundamental parts of postal operations, such as transportation and cross-border commerce, as well as mail and package delivery. It is critical to posts around the world and is closely linked to their assets and core business competencies.

Many posts and delivery companies have made substantial moves toward building out their own logistics functions, following the belief that logistics is the “clear winner in diversification strategies” for successful posts.\(^2\) Although the U.S. Postal Service is not a logistics company and does not currently offer extended logistics services like other leading posts, many aspects of the logistics industry are central to its core business.

In 2013, the U.S. Postal Service Office of Inspector General (OIG) issued a white paper titled *The Global Logistics Revolution: A Pivotal Moment for the Postal Service* that examines emerging logistics trends that could have an effect on the Postal Service.\(^3\) However, the field of logistics has changed dramatically since 2013. For example, few people were talking about Amazon as a logistics company, but as we discuss below, Amazon has entered and transformed the logistics market in important ways. In addition, the tremendous growth of ecommerce has clearly begun to stretch the capacity of many elements of the supply chain.\(^4\) Moreover, innovative new entrants to the market are creating and fulfilling demand for ultra-fast, highly-customized last-mile delivery, chasing a young and increasingly urbanized base of new consumers living in dense delivery areas.

These and other developments threaten to disrupt parts of the supply chain that have a direct impact on the Postal Service. It is not yet clear what the long-term results of these trends will be. However, it is critical for the Postal Service and its stakeholders to monitor these developments because they present tremendous risks and unique opportunities. This paper examines six categories of trends that we believe could shape not only the future of the logistics industry, but also the future of the Postal Service and its customers.\(^5\)

**Major Changes in the Logistics Industry**

The logistics industry is changing due to the confluence of many powerful forces. Globalization continues to spread as the speed and volume of international interactions increase. Technological advancements in things like personal electronics, warehouse robotics, and delivery vehicles are taking place at an almost unimaginable pace and scale. Major demographic shifts are turning...
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Despite global economic stagnation, ecommerce continues to surge. The revolutionary growth of ecommerce continues to reshape consumer expectations and behavior, with long-term implications for the entire logistics industry. These forces all interact with each other, combining and clashing to produce further changes for consumers everywhere and any organization that works in logistics and delivery.

There are too many major changes taking place in the logistics industry for any one paper to examine. However, we have identified six general areas of change in logistics that could affect the Postal Service and the entire delivery market. Some of these areas overlap with others. For example, technological advancements are revolutionizing almost every part of the logistics industry. Our goal is to highlight a selection of these changes and the risks and opportunities they present to the Postal Service.

Macroeconomic Factors

The logistics industry is a critical and ubiquitous component of the global economy. Some estimates place the overall size of the global logistics industry at around $4 trillion, or around 5 percent of global gross domestic product (GDP). The size and scope of this industry make it particularly sensitive to macro-level economic factors. The state of the global economy, international trade flows, and new ecommerce taxes will directly shape the future of the global logistics market.

Global Economic Conditions

Although the global economy has seen a return to growth in recent years, conditions remain sluggish. In July 2016, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) lowered its growth projections for 2016 and 2017, warning about global economic stagnation. Critically for the logistics industry, the Chinese slowdown in manufacturing and exports has affected the volume of products and raw materials flowing through the supply chain.

As a major input of both international transportation and manufacturing, oil prices also continue to reflect global economic stagnation. Oil is a major operating cost for both transportation and warehouses, so low fuel prices could relieve financial pressure on logistics companies in the short term. However, because demand for oil remains strong and production continues to decline in North America and West Africa, a long-term increase in fuel prices is increasingly likely.

Cross-Border Ecommerce

Despite global economic stagnation, it appears that the logistics industry will continue to grow due in part to increasing ecommerce volume. Much of this increase is expected to come from cross-border ecommerce. According to the Universal Postal Union (UPU), the volume of small parcels passing through customs offices of its member nations increased by nearly 66 percent in the second half of 2016 as increased production in Iran contributes to the global oversupply. Timothy Puko and Georgi Kantchev, “Oil prices rise after IEA report,” The Wall Street Journal, May 2, 2016, http://www.wsj.com/articles/iea-says-global-oil-market-is-near-balance-1463043141.


9 Despite oil prices recently hitting a 6-month high, which some observers said was a temporary blip, the International Energy Agency projected that prices will decline in the second half of 2016 as increased production in Iran contributes to the global oversupply. Timothy Puko and Georgi Kantchev, “Oil prices rise after IEA report,” The Wall Street Journal, May 2, 2016, http://www.wsj.com/articles/iea-says-global-oil-market-is-near-balance-1463043141.


between 2012 and 2014, as shown in Figure 1. Although business-to-consumer (B2C) is the fastest growing segment within global ecommerce, the business-to-business (B2B) ecommerce market is 15 times the size of the B2C market. Some estimates say cross-border ecommerce will reach $1 trillion by 2020 from only $230 billion in 2014.

Figure 1: Trends in Cross-Border Ecommerce

Cross-border ecommerce must overcome a variety of challenges before it can reach its full potential. Currently, large markets in developed countries make up the vast majority of ecommerce spending. For example, some estimates claim that U.S. consumers alone accounted for as much as 21 percent of global ecommerce sales in 2015. While much of cross-border ecommerce’s growth is likely to occur in developing economies, the logistics industry must address problems like long wait times between ordering and receiving shipments, high shipping costs, and complicated international postal and customs fee structures.

New ecommerce taxes could change the competitive dynamics between online retailers and physical storefronts.

Ecommerce Taxes

While traditional retail transactions have long been taxed in most areas, governments and policymakers have begun seeking ways to capture a share of increasing ecommerce revenues. In the United States, states can tax ecommerce sales if the seller has a “physical presence” within the state, which has typically meant large facilities like storefronts and warehouses. Recently, several

---

states have passed or are considering passing laws that require online retailers to capture and remit sales tax even without a traditional physical presence. These states are setting thresholds for the dollar value or volume of sales made to consumers within their borders or redefining physical presence to include delivery drivers and vehicles rather than just warehouses or other large facilities.\footnote{Chris Morran, “States Hungry for Online Sales Tax Looking at Challenge to South Dakota Law,” Consumerist, May 31, 2016, https://consumerist.com/2016/05/31/states-hungry-for-online-sales-tax-looking-at-challenge-to-south-dakota-law/ and Tara Donaldson, “States Could Start Collecting Sales Tax from Internet Retailers,” Sourcing Journal, February 24, 2016, https://sourcingjournalonline.com/states-start-collecting-sales-tax-internet-retailers/} As a result, major online retailers now collect sales tax in many states. For example, Amazon orders in 28 states are now eligible for sales tax, as shown in Figure 2.\footnote{Amazon purchases in five states are eligible for a use tax. For more information, please see Amazon, “About Tax Requirements for States in which Tax isn’t Collected on Orders,” https://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/ref=hp_left_v4_slb?ie=UTF8&nodeId=201133270.}

**Figure 2: Amazon Orders in 28 States Are Eligible for Sales Tax**

| States in which Amazon purchases are eligible for sales tax |
| States where sales tax is not assessed on Amazon purchases |
| States with other tax requirements* |

*While Alaska has no state sales tax, individual jurisdictions are allowed to pass their own e-commerce taxes. Alabama's e-commerce sales tax is currently being challenged in court.

Source: Amazon.com and OIG analysis.

Such new taxes — often referred to as “Amazon taxes” given the company’s enormous presence in the online retail marketplace — could have some major effects on the logistics and delivery landscape.\footnote{Sarah Halzach, “The true cost to Amazon of the ‘Amazon Tax,’” The Washington Post, January 13, 2016, https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/business/wp/2016/01/13/the-true-cost-to-amazon-of-the-amazon-tax/} They could change the competitive dynamics of ecommerce by making it harder for smaller online retailers to hold their own against marketplace giants like Amazon while taking on the additional costs required in collecting sales tax from all customers. However, exceptions for retailers with revenue or sales
volume below a certain threshold might allow small retailers to have cheaper overall prices for the same goods. Ecommerce taxes could also lead some consumers to make their purchases at physical stores instead of through major online retailers once the online price advantage disappears.\textsuperscript{21}

**The Changing Nature of Supply Chains**

New consumer demands, the growth of ecommerce, trends and innovations in retail, and other developments are changing the nature of supply chains. Warehousing and order fulfillment are moving closer to consumers as brick-and-mortar retailers seek new ways to compete with online marketplaces. Moreover, a flood of returned products is leading to new ways to get those products back into the marketplace as quickly as possible.

**Transformed Supply Chains**

The continued growth of ecommerce has altered the behavior and preferences of many consumers, causing them to want products faster than ever. This has led parcel volumes to overwhelm some delivery networks, especially during peak periods such as holiday seasons. As a result, carriers have had to increase the speed and flexibility of their supply chains to satisfy the demand for faster service and to allow them to respond to sudden fluctuations.\textsuperscript{22} Many new entrants to the delivery market are asset-light and can scale their networks quickly, giving them a greater capability to make these changes. However, postal operators and traditional delivery companies with vast, fixed physical networks can lack this flexibility.\textsuperscript{23}

Logistics companies, retailers, and manufacturers are also focusing more on consumer demand rather than solely on supply and production levels. They are combining data on consumer preferences with real-time information on inventory levels and the location of shipped goods and materials. This reduces inventory levels all along the supply chain, cutting down on surplus and waste, because technology facilitates better prediction of consumer demand. Moreover, as inventory moves through supply chains more quickly and efficiently, there could be an increased need for facilities intended to process and move goods rather than to hold vast stocks of products, especially in urban areas.\textsuperscript{24}

**Amazon Reshaping Supply Chains**

Some observers credit Amazon as being one of the main drivers — possibly the biggest driver — in transforming supply chains. As Amazon works to create its own supply chains to avoid limiting itself to existing options, some say it may even be in the process of transitioning itself into a logistics company. Amazon’s Prime service, which has millions of members who rely on its 2-day or faster shipping options for a wide range of goods, has played a major role in establishing consumer preferences related to fast and free shipping.\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{21} A 2014 study from researchers at the Ohio State University examined the effects of so-called Amazon taxes in several states where such laws had been recently enacted. It found that households in those states reduced their Amazon spending by nearly 10 percent, and increased their spending at local brick-and-mortar retailers by 2 percent and their spending from other online (i.e. non-Amazon) sources by nearly 20 percent. This was only one study, however, and the effects of the Amazon taxes appear to be minor so far. Further analysis is needed to determine if ecommerce taxes will have any long-term or more substantial effects. For more information, please read Brian Baugh, Izhak Ben-David, and Hoonsuk Park, *The “Amazon Tax”: Empirical Evidence from Amazon and Main Street Retailers*, NBER Working Paper No. 20052, April 2014, http://www.nber.org/papers/w20052.

\textsuperscript{22} IBM subject matter expert analysis.

\textsuperscript{23} Brody Buhrer and Andre Pharand, *Achieving high performance in the post and parcel industry*, p. 18.

\textsuperscript{24} IBM subject matter expert analysis and Jones Lang LaSalle, *The new industrial (r)evolution: from supply chains to consumer-centric demand chains*, pp. 2, 9, and 10.

To make such deliveries possible, Amazon has opened scores of fulfillment centers, sortation centers, and other facilities around the country, often in very close proximity to urban areas. It has also recently begun to build critical links between those facilities by purchasing thousands of freight trailers and leasing a small fleet of freighter planes. Amazon can use those assets to move goods between its facilities, which could increase overall delivery speeds and likely save money by giving Amazon more control over the delivery and fulfillment process. These actions reduce Amazon’s exposure to delays caused by third parties, and it could therefore end up paying less money to FedEx, UPS, and others to move its goods between facilities. Still, expanding logistics functions is not without its challenges, as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) recently fined Amazon for improperly handling hazardous chemicals shipped by air.

Amazon is making other moves into logistics: its high sales volumes allow Amazon to purchase space on cargo ships, aircraft, and trucks at wholesale rates. Its “Dragon Boat” project is an effort to use this purchasing ability to link merchants in China and India with its customers in the United States. In this model, Amazon will reportedly first collaborate with and then eventually bypass legacy third-party logistics (3PLs) freight companies that handle cross-border commerce, reducing costs and simplifying operations for its merchants. Some observers suggest that Amazon might use its technological capabilities to build out its logistics functions — most specifically its abilities to track shipments and maintain visibility. The logistics industry has struggled to develop and improve such capabilities for years.

Logistics may be a win-win opportunity for Amazon. By some estimates, Amazon could earn as much as $450 billion by building out its internal logistics functions. Even without that new revenue, Amazon could still benefit because it is putting pressure on its current delivery providers to continue giving it good prices and efficient service. Ultimately, Amazon’s moves into logistics could be as important as its decision to handle its own storing, sorting, and processing of packages.

**Warehousing and Order Fulfillment**

Warehousing and order fulfillment have evolved in response to the growth of ecommerce. For example, there are indications that speed to market is becoming the most important factor in retail supply chains. To help get their products in consumers’ hands as quickly as possible, some retailers now offer “ship-from-store” services that use inventory from their brick-and-mortar stores to fulfill online orders. By doing so, these retailers have an innovative way to compete with Amazon’s fulfillment centers and the speedy delivery they make possible. Retailers can also reduce transportation cost and time, as well as improve inventory turnover.

---

26 Amazon has purchased trailers, but not the trucks that are used to transport them. It has also leased dozens of Boeing freighter planes; for more information about that fleet, please read Phuong Le, “Amazon unveils cargo plane as it expands delivery network,” Associated Press, August 5, 2016, http://bigstory.ap.org/article/820c254ee64d6598342bcb8873e848/amazon-unveils-cargo-plane-it-expands-delivery-network.
32 Ibid.
34 Brody Buahir and Andre Pharand, “Achieving high performance in the post and parcel industry.
Although department stores may be forced to close hundreds of locations to cut costs, many are reluctant to give up valuable physical locations they could use for ship-from-store order fulfillment.

Up to 30 percent of products purchased online during peak periods may be returned, straining the capacity of supply chains and pushing retailers to find more warehouse space.

Omni-channel fulfillment capabilities like ship-from-store could offset the weakening of the traditional brick-and-mortar retail marketplace. Declining sales at malls have hurt major retailers, especially those with a substantial physical presence such as J.C. Penney and Sears. According to Green Street Advisors, revenue per square foot at such “anchor” department stores in U.S. malls has fallen 24 percent while square footage has only decreased 7 percent since 2006. To get back to the level of productivity they enjoyed back in 2006, Green Street Advisors said department stores would need to close about 800 retail locations — roughly one-fifth of total anchor store space in malls. However, major retailers may not be in a rush to close many stores at all if those locations might be critical to their ecommerce goals, such as competing with Amazon and using physical stores as distribution and fulfillment points. In fact, many of these traditional retail stores occupy real estate that would be optimal for rapidly fulfilling ecommerce orders in densely populated urban areas. Such stores may transition from being retail outlets that occasionally fulfill ecommerce orders to ecommerce fulfillment centers that happen to have a retail storefront.

Ecommerce is also changing other fundamental aspects of warehousing. For example, available warehouse space is at its lowest level since 2001 due to increasing demands of ecommerce retailers. These retailers are demanding the construction of more and more large warehouses to address their ecommerce fulfillment needs. These are often built near big cities and major transportation infrastructure like ports and rail lines so that retailers can get goods in consumers’ hands quickly and cost-effectively. At the same time, retailers are also seeking smaller warehouses located within urban centers to allow them to compete with Amazon and others in providing ultra-fast delivery. Given its vast network and available space, the Postal Service might be well suited to help address this need.

Reverse Logistics

The OIG’s 2013 paper discusses the importance of reverse logistics, or the flow of products or materials back to retailers or manufacturers for reuse, repair, or disposal. There remains a significant need for an effective, customer-friendly returns process. In fact, consumers in the United States and Canada returned an astounding $290 billion worth of goods in 2015, a 66 percent increase since 2010. Although only 8 percent of total retail sales are returned, ecommerce returns can be as high as 30 percent of sales, especially around peak holiday periods. Retailers end up spending more than 4 percent of their annual revenue dealing with all these returned products that need to be recycled, destroyed, or resold at a fraction of the original price.

Retailers must have an effective way to deal with this surge in returns, regardless of whether customers shop in physical stores or online. The top reason why consumers who shop only at physical stores do not shop online is the perception that the returns process will be a hassle. An efficient and affordable returns process is also critical to online shoppers as more than 80 percent of them said they are less likely to make future purchases from websites that do not provide free returns. Retailers who charged

---


39 There are many definitions of “reverse logistics,” though they generally agree on these common elements.


for returns have seen those consumers’ purchases drop by 75 to 100 percent within a few years in some cases. However, given that the most valuable online shoppers tend to buy multiple items with each purchase, retailers cannot afford to lose these consumers.

Returns are expensive for retailers because they involve additional shipping and handling costs, as well as the lost value of products. Retailers can choose to handle and process returned products themselves or they can outsource their returns process to a 3PL. Figure 3 shows a basic depiction of the reverse logistics process.

Figure 3: The Reverse Logistics Process (Simplified)

Postal organizations and delivery companies around the world are doing innovative things to make the returns process easier for both shippers and recipients. For example, during recent holiday seasons the UK’s Royal Mail has been offering special drop-off points in high-traffic areas like convenience stores and gas stations so that consumers have more options for returning gifts they do not want. Singapore Post recently built a massive three-story facility with warehousing space, reverse logistics solutions, and delivery services.

---


44 David Egan, Swimming upstream: navigating the world of reverse logistics.

There are serious concerns about the capacity of the logistics and transportation systems to deal with the ecommerce surge.
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There are serious concerns about the capacity of the systems to deal with the ecommerce surge. In April 2016, DHL announced a new tool designed to help organizations map out and improve their reverse logistics processes. When it comes to offering reverse logistics services, some delivery companies are expanding their capabilities by acquiring other logistics firms that specialize in returns, a trend consistent with the consolidation occurring throughout the logistics industry.

The Postal Service does not currently offer comprehensive reverse logistics services. However, it does provide a number of parcel return products for individuals and business customers, including Parcel Return Service (PRS), Merchandise Return Service (MRS), and Bulk Parcel Return Service (BPRS), to name a few. While PRS provides an affordable returns solution for large-volume mailers, including first-mile pickup, MRS allows merchants to provide customers with prepaid return shipping labels that are only charged when the parcel is scanned. And BPRS utilizes the Postal Service’s advantage on small packages to rapidly return uniform, machinable parcels. The Postal Service has publicly stated that its long-term goal for returns is to provide customers with dynamic redirection of packages, much like a reverse logistics provider, though it must expand data collection and visibility of parcels in the return stream to achieve this objective.

Transportation and Capacity

Modern logistics firms need proficiency in a wide array of transportation options to meet the evolving needs of shippers. Consumers’ desire for faster, more reliable service has led shippers to demand more and more of their carriers. Regardless of whether a shipper chooses freight trucking, intermodal rail, containerized shipping, or another method of transportation, the critical needs are generally the same: fast and reliable transport, visibility of goods during transit, flexible service options, and minimized costs.

Highway Trucking

Ecommerce growth will continue to require an increasing supply of ground transportation, and highway trucking plays an integral role. Highway trucking, an industry worth around $700 billion in the United States alone, is the country’s single most used mode of freight transportation. Domestic trucks carried 11.5 billion tons of all types of goods in 2015, which were worth over $13 trillion and represented about two-thirds of domestic freight transportation. The U.S. Department of Transportation estimates that domestic freight will grow 40 percent in weight by 2045, with the value of that freight nearly doubling.

However, the trucking industry could face severe problems related to capacity in coming years, and some challenges are already emerging. Tough working conditions and new safety-based federal regulations on workhours have led to a national shortage of

---

48 In February 2015, FedEx acquired GENCO, a 3PL that specializes in reverse logistics and owns R-Log, the most widely used reverse logistics software in the industry. Prior to the merger, 40 percent of GENCO’s revenues came from reverse logistics operations. For more information, please see Jeff Berman, “FedEx acquisition of GENCO is a done deal,” Logistics Management, February 2, 2015, http://www.logisticsmgmt.com/article/fedex_acquisition_of_genco_is_a_done_deal_and_North_America’s_50_Most_Successful_3PLs/Supply_Chain_Brain, April 24, 2013, http://www.supplychainbrain.com/content/logistics/transportation/reverse-logistics/single-article-page/article/north-americas-50-most-successful-3pls/.
49 Postal Service officials discussed some of these returns services and their long-term goals at the 2016 National Postal Forum. For more information, please read http://npf.org/pdfs/presentations/2016/Returns%20Mades%20Simple.pdf.
Neglected infrastructure may be responsible for 141 million trucking hours lost in 2013 alone.

There are other inefficiencies plaguing the trucking industry too. In its 2013 Report Card for America’s Infrastructure, the American Society of Civil Engineers gave American roadways an infrastructure grade of “D,” citing insufficient public investment in improving the conditions and performance of road infrastructure. The Federal Highway Administration estimates that a full quarter of roads in major urban areas are substandard or poor quality, and tens of thousands of bridges are closed or under restricted use. Neglected infrastructure like this was said to have resulted in 141 million trucking hours lost in 2013 alone, or the equivalent of 51,000 truckers stuck idle in traffic for the entire year. However, repairing and maintaining public roadways is an expensive undertaking.

In addition, 50 billion vehicle miles per year in the United States — or 28 percent of the industry’s total annual mileage — are spent on empty loads. Innovative on-demand platforms, sometimes based on crowdsourcing, may help reduce the time spent traveling with empty loads or other inefficiencies. Companies like Cargomatic, Trucker Path, and Transfix can match drivers with available jobs in real time and charge lower commissions than freight brokers.

**Intermodal Rail**

Intermodal rail, in which shipping containers that can be loaded on different types of transportation are moved by freight rail, remains an industry standard for cost-effective long-haul transportation despite the decline in fuel prices. In fact, shippers with distances of at least 500 miles can save significant costs by using intermodal rail service. The high value of intermodal shipments can lead rail companies to give intermodal trains priority on their tracks. Rail companies have made large investments in their private infrastructure, increasing capacity and reducing bottlenecks around major rail hubs. It would seem that these advantages make intermodal a tough competitor to highway trucking on the surface. However, the intermodal industry has come to view trucking as more of a customer or partner rather than as a competitor. Intermodal’s long-haul routes ease some pressure from the truck driver shortage, and the combination of intermodal for long-distance and highway trucking to transport containers of deliveries to distribution centers offers options and flexibility to shippers.
The flood of cross-border e-commerce led to the construction of ocean container ships so huge that many U.S. ports are struggling to accommodate them.

Maritime Shipping

For the maritime shipping industry, creating the appropriate level of capacity to meet current levels of demand has proven to be a challenge. Low interest rates as well as projections of ever-increasing demand for coal, iron ore, and consumer goods have led to the construction of massive container ships. However, the growth in both the capacity and number of such ships has been significantly greater than the actual demand for space on these ships. The delayed opening of the Panama Canal expansion seems to have exacerbated this problem. Slower than predicted economic growth, particularly in China, has left maritime carriers with a greater number of larger ships than the market currently demands. In turn, maritime shipping rates decreased by 62 percent in the past year as shipping carriers destroyed excess ships for scrap. These low rates encouraged some shippers to send non-urgent deliveries by ship instead of by air. At the same time, many airlines have added more long-haul flights to take advantage of low fuel prices, meaning that some shippers that normally transported their goods by sea chose to do so by air instead.

The timely offloading and transfer of cargo has also been a critical area for maritime shipping. Many ports in the United States have not yet developed the infrastructure improvements necessary to handle modern, massive container ships. To do so, ports need to be dredged to greater depths, and the docks must be outfitted with elevated container cranes that can match the height of the massive stacks of the shipping containers the ships carry. Additionally, work slowdowns at ports along the West Coast, particularly at the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, reportedly contributed to severe congestion in 2014 and 2015. These factors led many shippers to send their goods to ports along the Gulf of Mexico or to the East Coast instead. Investment in the capabilities of East Coast and Gulf ports has also been fueled by the expansion of the Panama Canal to accommodate supersized container ships.

Increased Urbanization and Other Demographic Trends

It is well known that many people are moving back to urban areas, but the extent of this trend may be surprising. Forty percent of the U.S. population now lives in just 21 metropolitan locations. Around the world, 50 percent of people live in urban centers, and that number is expected to rise to 60 percent by 2030. The OIG’s 2013 white paper discusses how increased urbanization exacerbates this problem.

62 IBM subject matter expert analysis.
63 The expanded Panama Canal finally opened on June 26, 2016, which was 2 years behind schedule.
65 “Too little freight, too much space,” The Economist, March 19, 2016, http://www.economist.com/news/business/21695013-overcapacity-hits-another-part-transport-industry-too-little-freight-too-much-space. Please note that although periods of low fuel prices lead to increased uses of faster forms of transportation and lead ships and aircraft to operate at higher speeds, the trend reverses during periods of high fuel prices, with greater use of slower forms of transportation and aircraft and container ships alike reducing their operating speeds.
69 Based on data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s American Fact Finder at http://factfinder.census.gov.
could lead to the rise of megacities along a global transportation supergrid that would drive the future economy by concentrating ideas, people, and commerce.\textsuperscript{71} As more of the world’s population lives in dense, urban clusters, the logistics and delivery industries will need to adapt in response to emerging challenges and opportunities. Figure 4 illustrates the stark differences rural and urban citizens face, particularly when it comes to receiving packages and participating in ecommerce.\textsuperscript{72}

**Changing Customer Segments**

The trend toward increased urbanization is being partially driven by Millennials and other younger people.\textsuperscript{73} Their preferences are rapidly reshaping the logistics and delivery marketplace. These consumers desire speed, agility, transparency, flexibility, and — perhaps above all — convenience while engaging in commerce. Young consumers are far more brand savvy than previous generations, in that they discover, research, and follow brands on various digital platforms and social media at far higher rates than their predecessors have.\textsuperscript{74} As purchasing power continues to shift to these younger consumers, competing on quality, customization, and price may become more important than ever. Moreover, it is possible that the trusted brands of traditional operators like posts could mean less in a marketplace dominated and defined by younger consumers.\textsuperscript{75}

At the same time, the growth of older populations could also dramatically reshape consumer preferences when it comes to logistics and delivery services. The number of people aged 65 and older is projected to nearly double by the year 2050.\textsuperscript{76} This could increase demand for home delivery of things like groceries and medicine.

\textsuperscript{71} In that paper, we considered a megacity to be a metropolitan area with a total population in excess of 10 million people.
\textsuperscript{75} IBM subject matter expert analysis.
Urban Delivery

The dense and congested urban centers of the future may require substantially different logistics services. For example, there may be increased demand for warehouses and fulfillment centers that are smaller and lack some traditional features, such as high ceilings, but are strategically located inside city centers. Those facilities could optimize the delivery window and radius for ecommerce orders.\(^77\) Many of these facilities could focus on last-mile deliveries and processing returns, especially as ecommerce growth continues.\(^78\) Their location could be critical, given that the last mile is often the slowest and most expensive part of delivery routes.\(^79\)

Figure 5: Casper Mattress Delivery

![Casper Mattress Delivery](Source: Casper.com)

Delivery drivers will also need to adapt to the growth of dense urban areas, possibly by seeking new modes of transportation and innovative ways to use real-time traffic data to plot out their routes.\(^80\) Last-mile delivery in these areas might be best suited to a new generation of delivery companies that are nimble and able to tap into cutting-edge technologies to improve delivery efficiency in challenging and quickly changing conditions. Casper, a New York-based startup company that sells bedding and foam mattresses, uses UPS to complete delivery of its products. However, because the mattresses are packed in relatively compact boxes, it can also deliver via courier in parts of New York City, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. Figure 5 shows an example of a courier delivering a Casper mattress by bicycle.\(^81\)

Such companies could become the provider of choice in urban areas where the majority of the population may soon live. In less-populated suburban and rural areas, smaller volumes and greater distances may create profitability challenges. In some cases, the Postal Service might end up being the only delivery company still providing critical and affordable services to people living in the most remote areas.

In response to the challenges presented by dense urban areas, some delivery and logistics companies are forming new collaborative relationships, such as sharing facilities or consolidating delivery. This allows companies to better guarantee capacity and reduce costs, congestion, and negative environmental impact.\(^82\) Some logistics and delivery companies are even experimenting with innovative models of collaborative “city logistics.” For example, Belgium’s bpost runs a city logistics program in Antwerp and Brussels that reduces the number of separate deliveries in the center of those cities by consolidating packages at facilities nearby prior to delivery. This streamlines

---

77 IBM subject matter expert analysis.
78 Jones Lang LaSalle, *The new industrial (r)evolution: from supply chains to consumer-centric demand chains*.
80 Shannon Bouton, Stefan M. Knupfer, Ivan Mihov, and Steven Swartz, “Urban mobility at a tipping point.”
The international flow of data is said to boost the economy more than the trade of physical goods.

**Advancements in Technology and Data**

Rapid advancements in technology and data are changing the global economy in fundamental ways. For example, some observers have said that the international flow of data now boosts the economy more than the trade of physical goods, ushering in an entirely new phase of globalization. Innovations in technology and data are also changing the logistics industry, including parcel delivery. Many of these advancements are allowing small firms with limited geographic range and few assets to become competitive with traditional delivery companies, potentially overthrowing the old system under which cost savings were driven by economies of scale derived from large delivery networks.

**New Technologies Are Transforming Logistics and Delivery**

Advancements in technology are changing logistics and delivery, often in ways that are tailored to emerging consumer preferences and behavior. For example, smartphones and app-based platforms give consumers the option to use services like Uber, Instacart, and Doorman to personalize the time and place of delivery. This can help increase the convenience of package delivery and reduce the risk of theft or damage to packages left on doorsteps when customers are not home. Such consumer-oriented technological advancements will allow the customer, not the delivery company, to set delivery locations. In the future, packages may no longer be delivered to addresses. Rather, carriers might deliver them to customers directly, wherever they are at the time. In addition, the Postal Service, UPS, Amazon, and others have recently begun offering parcel lockers that provide customers with more flexible pickup times. These lockers are typically located in places frequented by customers, such as grocery stores or shopping malls, making pickup more convenient for package recipients.

Other technologies promise revolutionary changes to delivery and logistics, though their full effects may still be years away. Drones, delivery robots, and autonomous vehicles all could reshape last-mile delivery. In addition, as 3D printing technology continues to spread throughout the manufacturing industry, goods could be produced and assembled in locations much closer to consumers — or even on the way to consumers — dramatically reconfiguring many parts of the supply chain. Massive robots are now moving, stacking, and sorting cargo at some major ports in the United States and abroad. According to industry observers, these robots can help ports handle the surge of international commerce by reducing labor costs and the amount of time that container ships need to spend docked, possibly even increasing port productivity by up to 30 percent.

---

83 “Bpost set to expand urban logistics project to Brussels,” Post and Parcel, December 1, 2014, http://postandparcel.info/63493/news/innovation/bpost-set-to-expand-urban-logistics-project-to-brussels/. In May 2015, Bpost entered an agreement with the company CityDepot to combine their individual city logistics programs into a new offering called “CityDepot NV,” which is intended to bring these services to other cities across Belgium. For more information, please see http://corporate.bpost.be/-media/files/B/Bpost/annual-reports/bpost%20financial%20report%202015.pdf, p. 6.

84 DPD is the international delivery network of GeoPost, a subsidiary of France’s La Poste. GLS is a subsidiary of the UK’s Royal Mail. For more information, please see http://postandparcel.info/72397/news/dpd-and-gls-testing-use-of-city-micro-depots/.


Robots and other automated solutions are also being used in warehouses. As ecommerce continues to grow and the demand for quality labor intensifies, logistics companies are increasingly seeking automated labor technologies.\textsuperscript{89} Robotic automation can boost workforce productivity by shortening fulfillment times, improving accuracy, and reducing safety incidents. In addition, automated labor often can work constantly, allowing for efficiencies that human labor cannot produce.\textsuperscript{90} For now, however, human employees are still necessary. Amazon has made significant and well-publicized leaps into warehouse automation, such as using about 30,000 robots in its facilities and acquiring the robotics company Kiva Systems in 2012. However, it still has 230,000 human employees and hires many more during the holiday rush. Humans still perform better than robots at many things, such as tasks that require fine motor skills.\textsuperscript{91}

More Data Means More Visibility
Maintaining visibility of packages and cargo is emerging as a critical element of logistics, and innovative uses of data are bringing visibility to unprecedented heights. Although package tracking is the norm in the parcel delivery industry, package information is typically only updated at particular points in time. For example, packages are typically scanned when entering a facility. However, internet-connected sensors using GPS or other technologies could continuously send out data that provide package recipients with a real-time window into the shipping process. With this level of visibility, recipients could potentially reroute packages to more convenient delivery locations such as their workplace. Plus, these data could mean that shippers and retailers would be able to better ensure that their merchandise was where it is supposed to be at all times. Similarly, data from internet-connected sensors inside freight pallets or containers could bring unparalleled visibility to cargo operations.

In addition, warehouse visibility is an increasingly important aspect of logistics. Visibility has evolved to mean not only location but also condition. Sensors on warehouse equipment could monitor pallets and other warehouse assets in real-time, sending out data to notify the supervisor of anomalies to be addressed. For example, such sensors could detect if the temperature in a cold store pallet fluctuates or if a forklift becomes damaged.\textsuperscript{92} Smart warehouses may also be able to self-monitor energy usage, driving optimal energy utilization.\textsuperscript{93} Moreover, “Big Data” analytics can facilitate the creation of a dynamic inventory system, which improves forecasts, customer satisfaction, inventory models, and financial outcomes.\textsuperscript{94} Improved inventory forecasts will reduce costs because excess inventory loses value over time and eventually needs to be marked down.\textsuperscript{95}

New Entrants in Delivery
New entrants in the delivery market are remaking the logistics industry. Whereas package shippers previously had limited delivery options, the growth of the industry has led to the proliferation of new delivery companies, new business models for delivery, and existing companies’ expansion into the market in new ways.

\textsuperscript{90} Bridget McCrea, “Mobility & robotics in the warehouse: How far have we come?,” Modern Materials Handling, March 1, 2016, http://www.mmh.com/article/mobility__robotics_in_the_warehouse_how_far_have_we_come.
\textsuperscript{93} Ibid.
Amazon Moves into Delivery

It is hard to overstate the impact Amazon has had on the logistics industry. It is a major package shipper, spending 11.6 percent of its net sales, or over $5 billion, to ship nearly 500 million packages in 2015.96 Amazon's purchasing power gives it great influence, but it is not settling for that power alone. As mentioned above, it has taken major steps into the logistics industry and may be establishing its own supply chains. In addition, it is hiring contract employees through crowdsourcing to deliver Prime Now orders in more than 20 cities in as little as an hour after purchase.97 These moves give Amazon considerably more control over a greater portion of its orders. They also put pressure on UPS, FedEx, and the Postal Service to give Amazon what it wants: lower shipping prices, a quality delivery experience for its customers, and services on Amazon's terms.98

Although Amazon is shoring up its delivery functions, observers say it is neither focused on merely generating profits from its deliveries nor is it trying to outcompete the duopoly of UPS and FedEx. For one thing, Amazon would need to spend tens of billions of dollars just to build a network that could compete with the likes of UPS and FedEx. In addition, UPS and FedEx appear to have very different goals when it comes to package delivery. UPS and FedEx seek to maximize the profits from delivery, including recent actions like instituting dimensional weight pricing, which involves calculating delivery prices based on the volume of an individual package rather than just its weight.99

To the contrary, Amazon appears to be focused on generating greater overall package volume and maintaining customer satisfaction and loyalty, two goals that are fundamentally intertwined. After all, happy customers place more orders over their lifetime. By bringing more parts of the supply chain under its own umbrella, Amazon can exert more control over every order. This allows Amazon to more easily guarantee customers' satisfaction and provide them with little reason to seek other retailers.100 Amazon's last-mile delivery capabilities have direct implications for postal operators. For example, its CEO Jeff Bezos recently declared that Amazon uses its own trucks for a full half of its deliveries in the United Kingdom because Royal Mail does not have the capacity to keep up with surging demand.101

If Amazon is successful in these efforts, it could better meet its goal of providing its customers with access to anything they want to purchase, anytime, anywhere, at their fingertips.102 In a landscape that will be so shaped by the high service levels Amazon wants to make more commonplace, the Postal Service may find that its own customers demand more than ever before. Furthermore, it may need to recognize that its volumes from Amazon may not grow forever.

Crowdsourced Delivery

Crowdsourced delivery solutions have the potential to change how consumers get their packages. Uber has already transformed the taxi industry by providing fast, low-cost transportation service on demand. It does this not only through its user-friendly apps, but also by deploying a large workforce of independent contractors who are attracted to flexible hours and are willing to work without benefits. However, Uber has not stopped at transporting only people. It also offers same-day delivery through its platform,103 these moves give Amazon considerably more control over a greater portion of its orders. They also put pressure on UPS, FedEx, and the Postal Service to give Amazon what it wants: lower shipping prices, a quality delivery experience for its customers, and services on Amazon’s terms.98

98 Shira Ovide, “Amazon Takes the Wheel.”
102 Jeremy Bowman, “Is this the real reason why amazon.com wants its own delivery service?”
Asset-light crowdsourced delivery companies may be well suited for meeting urban delivery needs, but there are serious questions about their scalability.

However, crowdsourced delivery companies face some difficulties that highlight potential challenges to their scalability. The crowdsourcing model was designed to reduce costs relative to the value of the services in demand by using low-cost contract labor and vehicles supplied by their contractors. The model is effective for urban transportation because it allows drivers to provide service directly to passengers. Demand for urban transportation is consistent as well as dense, giving transportation companies a steady flow of passengers to serve. The delivery of packages, freight, or even meals can have very different costs and less consistent demand, which could prove to be a problem for these companies’ business models. Additionally, the companies often need to pay for call centers to deal with more complex customer service issues, as well as for expensive incentive programs to attract new customers to the premium services. The relatively high fees and occasional tips that make these services viable may also tend to limit their customer base to only the affluent or people with significant disposable income.

Regional Carriers Expand into B2C Delivery

The increased importance of the B2C delivery market has led existing regional carriers that had long focused on B2B services to shift their attention. Regional delivery carriers are companies that provide ground transportation only, and within limited geographic areas. Most are small, with fleets of fewer than 250 trucks, and half of them operate in three or fewer states. Although they are still relatively small participants in the parcel shipping market, the rapid growth of e-commerce, the high fixed costs of parcel shipping, and the increasing demands of parcel shippers have created a great market opportunity for regional carriers to move into B2C delivery.
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105 It should be noted that UPS has invested in Deliv.
106 IBM subject matter expert analysis.
108 IBM subject matter expert analysis.
109 Mike Isaac, “Delivery Start-Ups Face Road Bumps in Quest to Capture Untapped Market.”
110 Rick Jones, Lone Star Overnight, “Regional Providers: Today’s Solution to Your Distribution Challenges,” (discussion session at Parcel Forum 2015, Chicago, IL, October 20, 2015).
Regional carriers are shifting to B2C delivery and could become a major competitor if they consolidate or are acquired by a larger player.

Regional carriers generally do not have the resources to compete at the same scale as UPS or FedEx because they cannot offer the same types of volume discounts or comprehensive global service. However, they have claimed a small but growing share of the market. Their limited geographic scope can keep their fixed costs low and allow for a higher degree of engagement with customers. Regional carriers can offer premium services similar to the duopoly. They have options for full pickup, last-mile delivery, same-day and next-day delivery, and Saturday delivery. They also offer value-added services such as on-call pickup, signature required delivery, proof of delivery, and 3-day delivery attempts and can charge up to 40 percent less. They can also offer advantages like later pickups, earlier deliveries, and more customized solutions.

Many national consumer products companies have chosen to use regional carriers, including Avon and Walgreens. Notably, regional carriers also complete last-mile delivery for many Amazon orders. With the potential for continued rapid growth in the package delivery market, regional carriers have the opportunity to grow into formidable forces by exploiting the vulnerabilities of their larger competitors, including the Postal Service. Consolidation of regional carriers or their acquisition by a major company with nationwide scope could propel them into being a major challenger in the package delivery industry.

---

Concluding Observations

The many recent developments in the logistics industry will have profound implications for the future of the Postal Service. Massive growth in ecommerce has led to new entrants in the delivery and logistics market from crowdsourced deliverers and regional carriers, as well as the development of new business models and strategies from existing players. This growth comes with tremendous uncertainty, which presents both risks and opportunities to the Postal Service.

In the current package delivery environment, the Postal Service is a leader in last-mile delivery. Part of the reason for the Postal Service’s success in this area is because it visits nearly every address 6 days per week. Therefore, the Postal Service enjoys significant economies of scale and scope. No competitor can currently deliver small, low-revenue packages as cost-effectively as the Postal Service can. Millions of individuals and businesses rely on the Postal Service for such deliveries.

However, the major trends in the logistics industry we discuss above point to a future with intense competition in last-mile delivery. For example, many new entrants focus on local delivery in densely populated urban areas and could provide large shippers with alternatives to traditional delivery operators. Moreover, current large customers like Amazon are expanding their own delivery fleets, including cargo, long-haul, and last-mile delivery.

Perhaps a rising tide will lift all boats, and the Postal Service will continue to play its critical role in the industry as the only truly nationwide provider of low-cost last-mile delivery. But if these trends continue and the Postal Service does face increased last-mile competition, it calls into question what might be the best approach for the Postal Service to follow. One approach could be for the Postal Service to continue on its current path, primarily strengthening its last mile and making incremental improvements. However, doing so may be a necessary but insufficient strategy to deal with the massive anticipated increase in ecommerce package volumes and increased competition.

Another approach could involve accepting the possibility that the Postal Service may not be able to depend on economies of scale and scope in dense urban areas in the future. Those areas may end up being served most often by today’s emerging competitors while the Postal Service could find itself as a package delivery provider primarily in less dense, more expensive locations. In such a scenario where delivery becomes a commodity, the market will demand providers who offer much more than just reliable last-mile delivery. However, the Postal Service could still take critical steps to add value in the face of increased competition.

To the extent possible under its existing legal authority, the Postal Service could explore options for diversifying its offerings in logistics services. For example, the excess space available in many postal facilities across the country could be rented out to logistic companies as warehouse space. Further, the Postal Service could look into partnering with innovative but asset-light new entrants that might need services like first-mile pickup and intercity delivery to make up for gaps in their own resources, networks, and competencies. While full end-to-end logistics services might currently be beyond the Postal Service’s legal authority, other posts and delivery companies around the world have demonstrated they have the inherent skills and that offering targeted, value-added logistics services can be a significant opportunity for growth in this era of declining mail volumes.


117 The Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act of 2006 (PAEA) prohibits the Postal Service from offering new non-postal services, which could limit its ability to offer new logistics services. The law defines “postal services” as “the delivery of letters, printed matter, or mailable packages, including acceptance, collection, sorting, transportation, or other functions ancillary thereto.” A postal “product” is defined as “a postal service with a distinct cost or market characteristic for which a rate or rates are, or may reasonably be, applied.” See 39 U.S.C. § 102(5), (6).

There is no doubt that things are changing very quickly and the future logistics landscape will be very different from today. However, it is still unknown what role the Postal Service will play. It is up to the Postal Service and its stakeholders to stay ahead of the trends in this growing and quickly evolving industry and to ensure that it can continue to serve the needs of citizens and businesses by providing appropriate logistics services including low-cost last-mile delivery across the nation.
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SUBJECT: Final Review Draft – The Future Logistics Landscape and the U.S. Postal Service

The United States Postal Service has reviewed the Evolving Logistics Landscape draft and agrees that the logistics industry is becoming very competitive. We appreciate the research that was done and the clear observations expressed. As the report outlines, the Postal Service presently is a leader in last mile delivery because it visits nearly every delivery address six days a week. It goes on to state that the Postal Service could take critical steps to add value in the face of increased competition.

The Postal Service will continue to explore avenues to enhance our brand and serve our customers in the most efficient manner. The Postal Service will continue to invest in technology to continue to transform our customer's package delivery experience. There have been several enhancements added to the Mobile Delivery Device so customers are aware where and what time their packages are delivered. Increased visibility is critical to a successful customer experience.

The Postal Service has also introduced the Expected Delivery Window (ExDW). ExDW is part of the USPS long term strategy to be a leader in the package delivery market. ExDW provides a digital notification to a customer as to when a package will be delivered. These notifications enhance the use and capabilities on my.usps.com.

Voice enabled turn by turn directions has been added to dynamic routing at many delivery units that allow carriers to deliver packages more safely and efficiently than before.

The next generation mail box is available and allows more security for customer's packages as more packages can be left in the mailbox.
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The Postal Service has partnered with several grocery companies to deliver groceries and is currently working with several more to pilot projects to deliver groceries.

The report also states that the Postal Service could look into partnering with innovate but asset-light entrants like first mile pick-up. The Postal Service is currently working with over 30 ship from store sites in over 15,000 locations to optimize the customer experience.

Delivery Operations looks forward to continuing an effective partnership with our delivery partners as we work collectively to provide excellent service to our customers.
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